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Imagine the Cambrian Period, 
when a greater variety of living 
things existed on the planet. 
Nature went through a time 
of extraordinary development, 
with the creation of gills, lungs, 
feet, eyes and other accessories 
that were modified through 
evolution as new organisms 
emerged. Thousands of species 
of animals disappeared.
After a number of mega 
extinctions and several million 
years, only a few species 
remained on the planet, and 
to this day further extinctions 
continue to occur. We are just 
one of the species which inhabit 
the Earth; bipedal creatures 
with five senses, omnivorous 
and equipped with opposable 
thumbs, which kill their own 
kind and mate throughout the 
year.
In the future it seems certain that 
we will continue to multiply and 
exhaust the planet’s resources, 
a tendency clearly indicated 
by all the available statistics 
on human population. Does 
another mass extinction await 
us? We will end up annihilating 
ourselves? Or will we end up 
inhabiting space in the form 
of robotic avatars fitted with 
artificial intelligence?
There is a reason for our having 

achieved dominion over the rest 
of the animal kingdom, and 
perhaps that reason is the divine 
responsibility we have towards 
all other species. Let us strive to 
live in respectful harmony with 
the animal kingdom. After all, 
we all share the same spark of 
life. 
We present Revolutionart 38: 
“Animal”.
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INTERVIEW WITH  
CHRISTOPHER  SOYER 
THE SPELL BEHIND LORD VOLDEMORT



Hello Chris and thank you for your 
time to do this interview. I saw your 
amazing work on 3d. What’s the path 
you followed to master special effects 
like you do?

Well I’m far from a master Nelson, I learn 
new techniques and time saving tips all 
the time.  The growth of this industry in 
the past 10 years makes mastery almost 
impossible.  From the addition of 64 bit 
processing to the invention of Hdri and 
new compositing techniques, if you fall 
asleep for a minute the industry will pass 
you buy.  With that said, a firm background 
in art and design will go a long way, along 
with a technical bone or two in your body.  
I went to an art school that was new to the 
field of 3d and Vfx so a lot was left up to the 
student at the time I attended.  It was sink 
or swim really.  You either had the passion 
and drive to self-motivate or you passed 
through never really learning enough to 



ever be a viable candidate for an industry 
level job.  That method of self-teaching 
and learning how to find the answers to 
my own questions led me to fluids and 
Effects animation.   I love to problem solve, 
and for me being an Fx Td is the ultimate 
problem solving position.  So I dove into 
it.  Picked up maya particles and realflow.  
At the time realflow artists were very hard 
to find so it wasnt hard to show enough 
proficency to land a gig (making slime 
at nickelodeon). And I just kept working 
and learning through each gig, until I 
find myself here.  The best advice I could 
give anyone just starting in the business - 
Work, be patient and passionate, accept 
criticism, and most importantly remember... 
sleep is the enemy



Can you tell us how was the experience 
working on Harry Potter and the deathly 
hollows ?

Harry Potter stands as one of my favorite jobs 
to this day.  Yes the work was good, but it 
was the studio, Cinesite, that made that job 
the best.  When I started I was given the 
task of developing a spell cast by Voldemort 
that hadn’t been envisioned yet.  So I got to 
actually design the look of the spell which 
is something you usually don’t get in large 
vfx productions, a real sense of ownership in 
your shots.   Getting to design an effect for the 
last movie of a franchise like Hp was a great 
honor and something I will always remember.  



I read that you’re a famous 
expert on fluid effects. Can you 
tell us more about that skill? 
How do you become fluids 
consultant/artist?

Fluid effects work is a constant 
challenge for me.  It drives me out of 
bed at 3am and keeps  me moving 
forward in my career.  Its a great 
mix of science and art.  Realflow, 
the main fluid program I use, is 
made to work realistically.  Its based 
on creating realistic environmental 
forces, like gravity, wind, and air 
resisitance - but then tweeking 
that natural environment to serve 
whatever purpose the production 
needs.  Its really a game of happy 
accidents and knowing how to best 
set up the next happy accident 
while avoiding things that cause 
instability in the inner workings of 
the program.



What are your favorite tools to create?

Realflow, Naiad, and Maya are my 
main weapons of choice for fluids work.  
PfTrack for camera tracking.  And nuke for 
compositing.



Of all the work you have produced, 
which one has had the greatest impact 
on your life and which project excited 
you most?

Back in 2010 I worked on a project for an 
environmentally friendly motor oil called 
Goil.                                    
The first 4 seconds of the spot shows a 
drop of oil building out an entire running 
car engine, then proceeding to finish the 
creation of an “oil muscle car”.  The speed 
of the animation and the total amount 
of particles needed to pull that effect off 
nicely was quite a challenge.  I usually 
point to this project as one that truely put 
me on the map as a fluids expert.
The most personally exciting project 
I’ve ever worked on was Pirates band of 
Misfits at Aardman Animation last year.   
99.9% of that movie was made in one 
building in Bristol, Uk.  Getting to walk 
through the sets and see the stop motion 

animators work was a treat.  The director 
Peter Lord was great to work with and he 
always drew the best out of all of us.  It was 
very challenging.  With 3 months left in 
production I was given the “Sea Monster” 
Shot.  A 45 second long fluid simulation 
shot of a sea monster devouring  a boat 
and spitting it back out again.  It took every 
second of the those 3 months but I finished 
all the fluid simulation work just in time to 
take the final cut and with the help of my 
good friend Grant Hewlett the scene got lit 
and rendered beautifully.

https://vimeo.com/11231398


If you were to embark upon a 
final big project in your life, with a 
big budget, what would you like 
that project to be?

I’m at a great point in my career 
now.  I can pick and choose jobs 
more instead of needing to take 
every job that comes down the 
pike.  But If I could paint the perfect 
“Swan Song” of a job it would be 
a 3d animated feature with an 
amazing script, loads of interesting 
and challenging effects, and a 
team thats great to work with.  Its 
amazing how the wrong group of 
people can poison a project faster 
then anything else.  I’m not a picky 
guy, to continue doing what I love 
and maybe a bottle of a good wine 
or a glass of whisky and I’m happy.

How do you define yourself  
in terms of artistic skills and 
personality?

How is a common day in your 
life?

Well Tsunami fx, my company is a 
hybrid micro studio.  At times its 
just me, and during a job it swells 
to meet the needs of the project.  
An average day starts at 3am est.  I 
spend 1-2 hours answering emails 
that can span from delivering bids to 
managing clients to helping students 
in one of my online teaching venues.  
Then I’ll dig in and begin work for 
the day.  At any time I may have up to 
3 jobs cycling through my studio so 
there is usually enough to keep me 
busy.  I’ll check in with any remote 
freelancers I’m working with and 
deal with any deadlines coming.  
Around 3pm I’ll flip a switch on my 
monitor, turn on my xbox, and get 
my butt kicked by my son at gears 
of war.  The evening I set aside for 
any personal enrichment projects 
I’m working on or continueing 
education online stuff.  Thats about 
it.  Whisky is served prompty at 7pm, 
bed usually by 10.



My art is extremely technical, more 
so then most other jobs in cg.  When 
I’m evaluating a shot I always look 
at it from the technical side first,  just 
running through the shot in my mind 
and figuring out where the technical 
challenges will be.  Once thats out the 
way I’m free to consider the artitistic 
potential of the shot.  So I guess that 
makes me a technnical artist first.  My 
first passion and the thing that drove 
me to this business was photography, 
so once the broad strokes are laid out 

and I have a plan of attack where 
I  begin tweeking the variables for 
the sake of the composition.  Both 
in terms of the overall asthetics 
of the shot and for my piece of it.  
I feel like my personality has really 
made my career possible as well.  If 
theres one thing I love its a good 
challenge.  Sometimes the things 
I’m asked to do directly oppose 
nature and physics and I need to do 
that while still making the outcome 
have the randomness of nature.   



What can we find around your 
workplace? 

In my office I have the computers 
I built and the accessories to run 
them, a wine fridge for after work, 
and a nesspresso machine.  My 
Gibson les Paul sits the corner for 
moments when simming leaves me 
with idle hands.  Hung on the walls 
are posters of some of the movies 
I’ve worked on.  A book case of art 
books to inspire me when I’m feeling 
like the well is running dry.  And 
various trinkets from past gigs and 
things that have special meaning.  I 
love star wars, the original movies 
especially so a boba fett action 
figure and a vader bobblehead 
round things off.

What plans do you have for your 
career and future life?

When I think about the career I was 
lucky enough to find I think of it as 
a wave that can be surfed but never 
actually reaches the beach.  So what 
are my plans?  To ride this wave 
everyday for the rest of my life.  If a 
day comes when I no longer want 
to be a vfx artist I would probably 
move into something that keeps me 
outside more.  Scuba dive instructor 
or even a fisherman, I love the water 
and I could see myself retiring and 
doing anything that will keep me 
close to it.

LEARN WITH CHRIS!
3 hour class on the hybrido system in realflow
http://tinyurl.com/8tx3o5w

8 week workshop that really gets in depth.  It 
covers the basics and quickly gets into the nuts 
and bolts of scripting and even touches on how 
to render the huge particle sets you generate 
in realflow
http://tinyurl.com/92k9eon
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The Eye of The Observer

Professional boxer, model, painter, therapist, that’s so 
many facets in your life.
Can you tell us a little about yourself to help people who 
aren’t familiar with you?

I      love Life, and I love 
all the facets we can 
use! At first, like 

every child in the world, 
I started to paint. I was 
always fascinated by the 
light and also the colors… 
when I was 3-4 years old 
I was very fussy about 
tidying up my colored 
pencils, it was always 

necessary that they were in the chromatic order: yellow, 
orange, red, magenta… I did not understand why my 
companions did would not tidy up them up that way!  
I really started to learn how to paint with a very good 
teacher in France: MR Armani Yves when I was 10 years 
old. Later, when I was 16 years old, a manager offered me 
to be a model and to travel around the world, I accepted it 
and I started a model’s life. But my secret desire when I was 
younger was to be a boxer! I always had a lot of energy and 
this sport fascinated me. But my mother did not want to...  
I was 9 years old when I asked her to allow me to boxe for 
the first time. Then I waited for my 19th birthday to start 
this sport that taught a lot me about myself and the rigor…  
And I became a professional boxer with a lot of work and 
trainings! And since I love people and their complexities I 
became a therapist too. I found my balance in the Arts, the 
therapies and in the sports. It’s a whole. that way, I can use 
various parts of my brain.



Autumn Abstract

I

II

III



What kind of art training have you had? 

I had a personal teacher who taught me all 
the basics in drawing and paintings between 
10 and 14 years old. Later I continued in 
self-taught.  I’m a big observer and I learn 
a lot when I travelled as a model. I learn 
about people, countries, and also various 
personalities and customs. The More observer 
you are, the more you can translate emotion 
on canvas.

How your work as Therapist ant Painter 
found a communion in your work?

It’s easy… “one picture is worth 1000 words”, 
sometimes we want to say something but we 
miss the words… with a picture, a drawing you 
can pass some emotions that we are unable 
to translate with words. I really use Arts in 
therapy and not only with children… but with 
everyone. If you can be free yourself while 
doing a painting, that’s our unconscious that 
paints and translates our feelings of moment.

Brainstorming



Release of fear and suffering

The couple of Poppies



Can you sum up your creative process in three 
steps?

First of all I meditate, I focus on myself, or on 
an emotion I would like to translate.
secondly, I gather all colors that attracts me.
And thirdly, I let myself free to do what I want 
on the canvas.
The deeper my meditation was, the more 
fluid my painting is. Sometimes it’s close to a 
trance.

What’s the most important for you in life?

For me, to be happy and, no matter the way 
we take. And for it, it’s always necessary to be 
in agreement with ourselves.

How do you define the character of color 
to different emotions? Is a personal 
interpretation or something based on the 
collective unconscious?

Colors are a language! A secret language… an 
unconscious language. In the past (medieval 
in Europe) Men scholars knew the meaning 
and the role of all the colors. Why we wear 
black in funerals, why we put wear white to 
get married?
I made a bilingual catalog in French/
English to descript 12 of my paintings (with 

Chessboard of Good and Evil



GapGame of Rules



colors significations and over). I called 
it: “Psychological works” and it’s always 
available. You can write to me and for 20$ I 
will be happy to send you one with pleasure 
along with a personal dedication.

Please tell us about the 7 sins project you’re 
working on. 

After my “psychological works”, I’ve worked 
on 7 deadly sins… which led me to be nominated 
for the first Art Nobel prize in Monaco on 
October 20th 2012.
I translated the 7 deadly sins on abstract art, 
also with significations, on particular with 
geometric abstract art.

Contradiction



Joys of living

Melancholy



Which project excited you most?

Every project! I am fascinated and I give 
200% in  everything  I do in my life.

Can you name a direct influence on your 
work?

People in generally, I love people and I 
find we have an immense potential in us 
to create or to destroy. It belongs to us to 
choose.

What are your plans now, for this stage in 
your life?

Now I’m waiting my third child (august 
16th) I’m also a mother, and I love learning 
from my children it’s different every time!
I also have my book in quantum physics 
which goes out to Canada in September 
and a translation in English maybe for 
2013. I am also fascinated by the subject 
and the quantum physics. I bring it another 
scientific approach and new theoretical 
conceptions. And I would definitely keep 
on painting and putting all this in my 
paintings.

Poppies

Transmuting sorrow
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Photographer: Berk Duygun 
Age: 24
Occupation: Photographer and Musician 
Country: Turkey / Germany
Website: www.berkduygun.com

B E R K

Last of the Shamans



Model Lotte Groeneweg,  
MUA and Hair Wilma Bonninga



Last of the Shamans



Models Julia Derksen, Melissa Ditewig



Model Lotte Groeneweg,  
MUA and Hair Wilma Bonninga



Model Lotte Groeneweg Model Lizanne Gille, Assistants Julia and Willem Derksen



Julia DerksenDiana Krisan Inna Koval 



Model: Verity Vian 
Ocupation: Photographer, model, makeup artist
Country: Germany
Websites: www.facebook.com/verity.vian
     www.facebook.com/verity.vian.photography
     www.facebook.com/verity.vian.fanpage
     www.verityvian.deviantart.com
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Name : Damaged Doll 
Occupation:  

Fashion and Latex model, Playmate for Playboy Italy
Country: Italy

Website: www.modelmayhem.com/damageddoll 
 

Credits:
Photographers: Guido Ricci, Massimo Palmieri, Paolo del Frate,
Octavian Boca, Marta Baroni for Playboy Italia, ImperfectFleur

Outfits: Venus Prototype Latex, Atsuko Kudo Latex, Lady Lucie Latex

D A M A G E D  D O L L









Photo by Techdoll 
Outfit by Westward Bound



Photo by Andreas Stridberg 
Outfit by Westward Bound





Model: Hannah Ray
Country: United States, California
Website: www.facebook.com/HannahRayModel

H A N N A H

Photo by DJRitchiePhoto



Photo by AJ Garcia Photo by Pierce Harrison



Photo by Darshelle Stevens



Photo by AJ GarciaPhoto by Pierce Harrison



Photographer: Michael Schauer
Occupation: Photographer / retoucher 
Country:  Germany
Website:  www.ms-photography.eu   
     www.facebook.com/MSPhotographyBerlin

M I C H A E L

Annyone



Model:  Roswell Ivory Model:  Betty Holzmietz Model: Annyone



Model: Annyone Model: Tattoomodel Rose Models: Betty+Cyra



Model: Viktoria NguyenModel: Kinkat



Model: Katja Model: Lou Locust Model: Roswell Ivory



BE A REAL MODEL FOR A REAL MAGAZINE

This is the best place to expose your 

talent. A showcase for photographers, 

models, make up artists and fashion 

designers. Send your best shoots 

to Revolutionart Magazine until the 

deadline.

http://www.revolutionartmagazine.com/how_to_participate.html

REVOLUTIONART
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Click to watch the film

Narrative and introspective animation about 
Dreams. A dream about dreamings.
Writer and director: Tadas Vidmantas
The Dreamer: Vidas Bareikis

SOME OF MY DREAMS 

Andrew plugs his computer on the floor 
and loads an imaginary 3d world 
with the Roller Coaster Tycoon. Check 
the amazing effects on this video.  
Director: Andrew M 

Click to watch the film

ROLLER COASTER 
TYCOON IN REAL LIFE

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nbzvgfyKMpE
http://youtu.be/ZE0_oyK1Juo
http://youtu.be/BG1oUPMSDXQ
http://youtu.be/ZE0_oyK1Juo
http://youtu.be/BG1oUPMSDXQ


HOW TO SUPPORT 
OUR MOVEMENT

. Put a link to revolutionartmagazine.com 
wherever you want to start a revolution.
. Promote our posters it in your school, 
academy, university or job.
. Encourage your friends to participate in 
the next edition.
. Follow Revolutionart news and activities 
in internet. 
. Retweet, follow, share, like and invite 
new artists to join us.



SUPPORT  
REVOLUTIONART



MUSIC



music

MONKEY BEACH

Country: Germany
Style: Comedy / Rock / Ska
Listen: www.myspace.com/monkeybeachband

PECHO E FIERRO
Country: Uruguay
Style: Rock / Folk
Listen: www.pechoefierro.com

MAGGIE CHAPMAN
Country: USA
Style: Songwriter
Listen:www.reverbnation.com/maggiechapman

YUCCA ROSE
Country: Indonesia
Style: Jazz / Art / Musical Theatre
Listen: www.reverbnation.com/yuccarose

PIPES AND PINTS

CITY OF AUTUMN

Country: Czech Republic
Style: Folk/Punk Rock/Rock
Listen: www.reverbnation.com/pipesnadpints

Country: Czech Republic
Style: Electronic
Listen:www.reverbnation.com/cityofautumnofficial

BEASTO BLANCO 

Country: USA
Style: Rock
Listen: www.reverbnation.com/beastoblanco

Do you have a music project? Send your project’s name, country, style, a 
picture and a direct link to listen your music to hola@publicistas.org with the 
subject “MUSIC”. 
Click on the links to hear some cool music from around the world :



music

SPIEDKIKS

Country: Germany
Style: Electronica / Big Beat Funk Rock 
HipHop
Listen: www.reverbnation.com/spiedkiks

EPICA
Country: Netherlands
Style: Metal / Gothic Metal / Hard Rock
Listen: www.reverbnation.com/epica

ORGONE

Country: USA
Style: R&B/Soul/Funk/Afro-beat 
Listen: www.reverbnation.com/orgone

BONOMO
Country: Turkey
Style: Rock / Experimental / Indie
Listen: www.reverbnation.com/bonomo

KARAN CASEY

ARAD ARIA

Country: Ireland
Style: Folk / Irish Traditional / World
Listen: www.reverbnation.com/karancasey

Country: Iran
Style: Pop rock
Listen: www.reverbnation.com/aradaria

ENEJ
Country: Poland
Style: Ska
Listen: www.reverbnation.com/enej
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CRATIVE WORLDWIDE ADVERTISEMENT

http://www.publicistas.org


Advertising Agency: Heads, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
Creative Directors: Flavio Medeiros, Luis Christello, 

Kike Borell
Art Director: Fernando Maciel
Copywriter: Flavio Medeiros

Account Director: Leticia Machado
Agency Producer: Alexandre Godinho

Illustrator: Manipula
Published: June 2012
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Art Director / Photographer:  
André Lopes 

Copywriter: Emerson Braga 



Advertising Agency: McCann, Berlin, 
Germany

Chief Creative Director: Bill Biancolli
Senior Art Director: David Morales
Senior Copywriter: Philipp Gloyer



Advertising Agency: Plutón, Montevideo, Uruguay
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Art Director: María Bissio
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FOLLOW US: 

http://www.facebook.com/revolutionartmagazine


ORDER YOUR 
PRINTED EDITIONS

www.RevolutionartMagazine.com/download.html

Look for the ORDER PRINT link near every edition.



  
“iCRAYON” STYLUS

You might be using the latest 
technological device, but this 

crayon-shaped stylus will make you 
feel like a kid again.

http://tinyurl.com/covokh5

HUMAN SKULL RECYCLED 
CARDBOARD SCULPTURE 

Vince is a full-size human skull 
made of over 50 layers. Vince 

is laser-cut for precision fit and 
easy assembly using layered 
construction. The perfect gift 
for home or office. Everyone 

from doctors to deadheads will 
love Vince. 

http://tinyurl.com/bq47p3p

ANGRY BIRDS REAL LIFE

With the Angry Birds Mega 
Smash Board Game you can 

build, launch, and destroy with 
an exciting skillandaction game 
based on the bestselling digital 

app Angry Birds.

http://tinyurl.com/d227j4m

D E S I G N  C O R N E R

DINAMO SOLAR RADIO

Get ready for the end of times. 
Designed for use without 

batteries or power cords, the 
Dynamo radio from Kikkerland 
gets all the juice it needs from 
exposure to the sun or hand-

powered cranking.

http://tinyurl.com/9zp6cxv

Send your design products to: hola@publicistas.org



The days of trying to draw inspiration from black type 
on a white background are over, well maybe not if 
you’re stuck in the 80’s?  
Little Black Font Book is a modern take on a traditional 
type catalogue. We take great fonts, and then show 
you how to use them effectively. The Little Black Font 
Book is a must have reference guide for every graphic 
designer who needs inspiration from time to time. 
It’s not just a pretty face either, it’ll fit nicely in your 
drawer, handbag, back pocket, and neatly on your 
desk. Always ready and willing to inspire you in them 
moments of creative block, join the font revolution and 
grab your copy today…

http://www.maximoriera.comhttp://amzn.to/NfsX7l

+

ANIMAL CHAIR COLLECTION  
By Maximo Riera.

The Animal Chair collection constitutes a diverse range 
of species, from mammals to reptiles, and even including 
insects. Each creation retains the animal’s natural vitality 
whilst being totally biological accurate in their appearance. 
This collection is homage to these animals and the whole 
animal kingdom which inhabits our planet, as an attempt to 
reflect and capture the beauty of nature in each living thing.



ANNOUNCE YOUR 
PRODUCTS HERE

www.revolutionartmagazine.com/advertise

WE LOVE DESIGNERS

If you have a design related product send a sample to 
Revolutionart for a review of advertisement.  

hola@publicistas.org



REVOLUTIONART  INTERNATIONAL  MAGAZINE

Frequency: Every two months
Distribution: All the world.

Price: FREE  $ 0
Readers per issue: 

120,000+
PageRank: 5

Promoted in festivals, exhibitions, magazines, newpapers, awards, and many  
alliances on Internet. 

Info for Museums, Exhibitions, 
Festivals,  Art collectors  

and Art Sellers

Revolutionart is read in almost every country on the planet. The readers 
are sophisticated people from the world of art, design, advertising, 
fashion, photography and modeling. Art collectors, brand lovers, 
trend followers. Since students to famous professionals recognized 
worldwide. 

Advertise on Revolutionart means to present your ideas to this great 
community and remain ETERNALLY  in editions that will continue 
rolling around the world.

If you are interested to make advertisement on Revolutionart ask for 
our  services and rates:

WHY DO ADVERTISE ANY OTHER WAY?

hola@publicistas.org

YOUR TARGET 
IS OURS



a fine selection of humour 
presented by Chisen





WE ARE HUNTING FOR 

NEW TALENTS

Join the next edition of Revolutionart



A PRINTED EDITION OF 

DELIVERED AT YOUR DOORSTEP

Now you can order a printed copy anywhere in the world. 

No matter where you are. 

Look for the PRINT button near every edition at 

www.revolutionartmagazine.com/download.html   

and start collecting your favorite issues !



YOUR  REVOLUTIONART  MAGAZINE 
COMES WITH

HELP OUR MOVEMENT
BY SHARING IT  WITH YOUR FRIENDS

THIS POSTER



// Send your artworks in high quality, 300dpi jpg 
with name, country, e-mail, and website to   
hola@publicistas.org

// Size:   
    1280 x 765 pixels (if artwork is horizontal) 
    640 x 765 pixels (if artwork is vertical)

// It could be computer generated, photo, hand made 
draw, photomanipulation, vector, raster, scanned or any 
image from your creativity related to the next issue’s 
theme. 

// Send your artwork in high quality, 300dpi jpg with name, country, e-mail, and website to hola@publicistas.org // It could be 
computer generated, photography, hand made draw, photomanipulation, vector, raster, scanned or any image from your creativity 
related to the next issue’s theme.

DEADLINE:

Nov 15, 

2012

BE PART OF THE 
NEXT EDITION

http://revolutionartmagazine.com/how_to_participate.html
http://revolutionartmagazine.com/how_to_participate.html


FREEDOM

© 2012 Publicistas.Org - REVOLUTIONART  http://www.RevolutionartMagazine.com 

NEXT THEME 

A THEME TO CELEBRATE LIBERTY, INDEPENDENCE AND 
OUR SHARED  RIGHT TO LIVE  FREE OF OPPRESSION

Send your work until: 
November 15th, 2012
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